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FROM THE RIDICULOUS

.4 Thrill-A Bill?

, ’OPEN MEET FLOPS

(ur) A
WASHINGTON
taxicab driver, when directed to
drive to the military air tennifull here yesterday morning
asked his passenger. Going to
meet Old Mae?"
passenger, a United Press
reporter, replied that if the drivreferring to Brit Is h
er V4
Prime Minister Harold MacMillan, the answer was yes.
A few moments of silenee,
then this observation came from
the front seat:
"They sent us the Queen to
give us a thrill; now cornea MacMillan to bring us the bill."

Council OKs Peace Probe,
Asks Rally Committee Aid
By RAY BARCH
The Student Council, meeting in
near -vacant Morris Dailey Auditorium, yesterday authorized Pres-

ident Don Ryan to investigate the i mIttee and tabled until next week
-leers
possibility of a peace Pact with i the Ploposed revision of by
Fre..,, state (.0tige. gave a Note of the Awards Conunittee.
is auditorhun. peopled by four
of confidence to the Ha

pattern
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These are just a sampling of the "ganis" 1111 display this week
for the annual "liorgeous limns" contest, sponsored by the Senior
Class. Pennies deposited in jars in the Outer and Library Qualls
r us ill be announced at the alter %% ill count as votes. The v, I
game danoe, Saturday night.

Past Prexy To Talk
To Hillel Foundation
Frank Brann, attorney and past president of B’nei 13’rith, will
speak on The UN Declaration of Human Rights" today at 3:30 p.m.
in the lecture hall of the new Science Building.
The lecture will highlight the week-long campus observance o,
UN Day, which is sponsored by the International Relations Club.
Later in the day, SJS foreign students will be honored at a din ner to be attended by IRC and ISO members and sponsored by the
(*Santa Clara Chapter of the American Assn. for the United Nations.
Speaker at the dinner, to be
held at the First Methodist
Church, 24 N. 5th St., will be Dr.
Eugene Staley, Stanford economist.
An exhibit of UN materials from
The role SJS will play in the foreign countries is presently on
display throughout the Library
training of atomic engineers may
and Science Buildings.
be determined today.

Engineering
Profs To Tour
Atomic Plant

CNPA Delegates
Meet Tomorrow
For Ad Seminar

A group of state, industrial, and
college officials will tour the General Electric Atomic Energy Plant
in Vallecitos today from 10:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m. to consider atomic reactors that may be authorized for
instructional use in state colleges,
Dr. Dwight Bente’, head of
according to Norman 0. Gunder- Journalism and Advertising Deson, Engineering Department head. partment, will greet the expected
75 delegates to the C’alifornia
State officials later will make a
Newspaper Publishers Assn. adverreport to the State Legislature,
tising seminar to be held Friday
which will be asked to consider
and Saturday at San Jose State.
appropriation of funds for a nuRegistration will begin at 8:30
clear reactor facility at SJS in the
a.m. Friday in Newman Hall, 79
proposed 1958-59 State Budget.
S. 5th St. The fee, $8 per person,
If authorized, a nuclear reactor
is to cover cost of the seminar.
facility would be included in new
A. W. Bramwell, publisher of the
SJS engineering building plans and
Chico Enterprise-Record, will also
would be completed by 1962.
present a welcome address.
Friday morning lectures and
Although the request for the
project was made about a year round table discussions will perago, Gunderson said, "tentative ac- tain to salesmanship and selling
ceptance" was received recently. problems. Topics for afternoon
The facility would be used for the sessions will be copy and layout
and production.
training of atomic engineers.
Markets and planning for the
"With the rapidly increasing customer will be items for Saturuses of atomic energy, it is impor- day’s seminar discussions.
tant that student engineers become acquainted with reactors and
the many uses of atomic energy,"
Gunderson said, noting that 100,000 people in the United States
are employed in atomic fields
President John T. Wahlquist, Dr.
ranging from medicine to missiles.
Elizabeth Greenleaf, associate
Assemblyman Bruce Allen of dean of students, Don Ryan. ASH
Santa Clara County also will take president and Jeannie Oakleaf,
part in Ott tour. Representing the AWS president, addressed the SJS
college will be Executive Dean C. Patrons at their first meeting of
Grant Burton; Angelo C. Centanni, the year yesterday.
President Wahlquist reported on
assistant to Dean Burton; Dr.
Fred F. Harcleroad, dean of the the latest developments in the
college; E. S. Thompson, business school’s academic and building
manager; Glen F.. Guttormsen, ac- programs. Dr. Greenleaf outlined
counting officer; and Dr. Benjamin her plans for the year, and Ryan
F. Naylor, Chemistry Department and Miss Oakleaf discussed student activities.
head.

President Speaks
To SJS Patrons

Bats in the Belfry Bother
111’14111es of Reserve Room
By BARBARA HARTMAN
The Reserve Book Room was no
place to s t uid y Tuesday night.
Heads swiveled on their sockets
and giggles came from all parts
of the room. The loudest of these
originated in the librarians’ corner.
What was the cause of this undignified disturbance? Was it a fat
girl in bulging Bermudas or a slim
chick in sleek slacks?
No. It was a refugee from the
Science Department. A very lively
bat was busily dive -hot-ante the
area.

One of the male occupants was
asked to try to catch the misplaced
mammal. Did you ever try to catch
an animated bat in a box? Did
you ever hear the expression, like
? Well, that’s
a bat out of
how it was going!
When last seen, the bat still had
the librarians baffled. It disappeared in the book stacks and
people were busy stooping and
peering amongst the shelves.
All that can be said is that the
reserve book room must not be
getting enough use lately, if the
ha Is have taken oei I

Gams Drive
Nets $9.73,
DSP Leads
A total of $9.73 was collected
yesterday in the Gorgeous Gams
contest, sponsored by the Senior
Class, according to Jan Bruderer,
contest chairman.
Mike Colby, sponsored by Delta
Sigma Phi, was ahead at the end
of the first day of voting, with
$3.59. He was followed by Jack
Sidlow, Alpha Phi Omega, who
had $1.27.
Other candidates, their sponsoring organizations and totals are
as follows: Ron Robinson, Kappa
Delta, 31 cents; Leigh Weimers,
Sigma Chi, 88 cents; Jack Norton,
Halls of Ivy, 70 cents; Pat Maioney, Kappa Kappa Gamma, 31
cents; Bruce’ O’Neil, Marimur
Hall, 42 cents; John Webb, Delta
Gamma, seven cents; Bob Daggett,
Alpha Omicron Pi, 87 cents.
Keith Ferris, Phi Sigma Kappa,
4 cents; Ted Terzakis, Kappa Alpha Theta, 26 cents; Bob Richards, Ivy Hail, 12 cents; Lee Howard, Sigma Kappa, 13 cents;
Wayne Montgomery, Phi Mu, 76
cents; Charlie Bratton, Kappa Alpha, nothing.
The contest will last through
Friday. Saturday night the Senior Class will sponsor a Gorgeous
Gams Dance, in the Women’s Gym,
after the North Texas State football game

Broivnell Resigns
WASHINGTON
(UP)
The White House yesterday announced the resignation of Attorney General Ilertwrt Brownell Jr.

... TO TIIE SUBLIME

Council support of the Rally
Committee came at the request
litre
of Mickey Simonet, e
chairman, who urged a confidence vote for the eommittee’s
segregation order In football
rooting sections.
MLss Simonet tok4 the council
that the commit tee advocated
"wear white" in the rooting section for the two remaining Spartan home games.
Ryan commended the committee
for Its work In trying to build
school spirit and urged student cooperation and participation in the
rally programs

Eighteen of the thirty Homecoming queen candidates are pictured following yesterday’s fashion
. Voting for ten finalists will take place today. First
show held In the Morris Dailey Auditorl
Joyee Armfleid, Patti Fischle, Patty Slayton. Second raw. 11-r) shIrley Ann Keith, Gehl
row,
Lasser, Jane Animien, Carol Sandell. Third row, (I -r) Dianne Maier, Mary Eliskovich, Mitzi Kirk,
Diane Dawson, Margie Jackson, Claire Wellenkamp, Chris Richards. Fourth row, (I-ri Jody
Hanson, Florence Marie Bianco, Beverly Nally, Marilyn Jones.

Student Body To Elect Ten
Queen Finalists Today
Freshmen Will Stage Fashionri’S;hw
ir:iodte
Skit at Rally Tonight Contestants
"Who’s Got the Sword?" fresh- Morris Dailey AteiltnriuM.
Tonight’s Freshman Claes preman skit, will highlight tonight’s
rally scheduled for 7.30 p.m. in sentation will inaugurate a campus tradition, since the class will
prepare a similar skit for all future rallies, according to Jack
Clarke, entertainment chairman
of Rally Committee.
Featured performer will be Paul
Thompson, who sings calypso and
popular music at the Kerosene
Club, local night spot, on Wedneswas crippled as a result of poday and Saturday evenings, Clarke
lio," he said. In the hospital in
said.
Mexico City where his wife
The Bill Canihan Combo will
there
was flown for treatment,
play, Louise Hay clock will Ping, and
was a ward full of polio paa singing -comedy act is planned by
tients. All of these wet... of EurSally and Cindy, ’The Shaw
opean descent, he said.
Twins."
Doctors at Chiapa De Corzo,
Clarke added that Mary Ellen
the town nearest the excavaGeimer, who performs at home
tion site, diagnosed the disease
as polio, but they did not have
games of the San Francisco ’49ers,
the facilities for handling the
professional football team, will
case. In Mexico City doctors expresent a boon act.
amined her again to be sure of
Bob Daggett is scheduled to emher ailment. From the time he
cee.
contracted the disease to the
time she wa.s placed in an iron
lung, 24 hours had elapsed. It
took four hours to fly to Mexico City.
Doctors wanted to be sure
that Mrs. Hester had polio beSAIGON(UP)A oommunicause an epidemic of encephaque issued today by President
litis was prevalent at the time.
Ngo Dinh Diem blamed commuThey wanted to be certain she
nists for the hombiag or 1.,e.
had not encountered that disPAM’, which is much more serbuildings and vehicles Tiosolny
ious than polio.
In which 13 Americans were in-polio is not a child’s disjured.
ease," Dr. Hester said. "It
strikes adults of all ages." Mrs.
Hester is now in a hospital in
San Leandro, and in the polio
ward there is a woman 80 years
old. No one has been admitted
to the ward under the age of
"Extremely heavy" ticket tiatef4
20 within the last few months.
for the final performances of "Man
Patients are of both sexes.
and Superman" on Thursday, Friday and Saturday have been reSome were physically strong
ported by the College Theatre box
specimens before the disease
office.
struck them, Dr. Hester pointed
The play stars Tvan Paulsen and
out. There is one husky athlete
Gail Anderson in the lead role".
lying flat on his back who will
Miss Elizabeth lAseftler is the director.
never walk again.

Wife of Sociology Prof
Gets Polio on Expedition
By ANTHONY TARAVELLA
Life in the tropics is not as
romantic as Hollywood pictures
it, and Dr. Joseph A. Hester,
assistant professor of sociology,
can attest to that fact. Dr.
Hester and his wife, Evelyn, endured hardships greater than
those caused by climatic conditions while on an archeological
expedition in the jungle area of
Central America this summer.
Mrs. Hester came down with
polio.
Conditions in the tropics
made digging operations more
difficult because vegetation
grows as much as a foot a
week. Insect control goes on
constantly.
"There is more
work trying to live comfortably there than on any rugged
camping trip in the U.S.," Dr.
Hester declared. Scorpions are
always a hazard, although they
are not deadly.
Sanitation is poor In the tropics, and it is especially bad
in the region where the scientists were doing their work. Dr.
Hester suspects that his wife
contracted the polio virus
through something she ate at
the supper table at the excavation site. "Everyone there
got sick." he said.
Dr. Hester believes that polio
is prevalent among most of the
Indian children in Mexico up to
the age of three, but that they
all overcome the disease
through some kind of immunity
that has been built up over a
period of time. "Nowhere in
Mexico did I see an Indian who
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spectators, marked the "open"
council meeting a spectacular flop.
’II* meeting bad been *et up to
illtve students a tint -hind view of
the workings of student go% er n ment.
Ma voice echoing In the chamber, Ryan observed that rainy
weather, a flu outbreak, sorority rushingand lack of publicityhad thwarted a turn -out.
The peace bid came in the form
of a letter from the ASH president of Fresno. Ryan said. Vandals, reportedly from Cal Poly,
painted Fresno buildings and sidewalks following Saturday’s Fresno.
Cal Poly game, causing some $1200
dantage.
Ryan suggested that the coundl Investigate signing pacts with
football opponents in the San Jose
vicinity. A pact has already been
negotiated with College of Pacific
and will be signed prior to the Nov.
9 Homecoming game.

Viet Nam Leader
Accuses Reds

Play Ticket Sales
’Extremely Heavy’

A surprise feature for Homecorning was hinted at by the
Rally leader, oho told the council that an unnanies1 female celebrity was being sought. Nlisa
talmonet said the committee hoped to furnish a male escort for
the feoUvitlee.
The council voted to table proposed revision of 4 -laws of the
Awards Committee In permit it to
meet In executive session Monday
with Larry Lack, committee chairIrwin pro tent.
The council seeks authorization
which will giNri. It power to name
the committee chairman, a power
It has with other ASH subcommIttent
The change will decrease membership of the committee and will
give faculty representatives a vote,
Ilale Knott, student public relations director, told the council
Veit Apart* Key, student di rectum will he published this
Wealli and should go on sale
Nov. 1, at 50 cents a copy.

Studenta who watched n Of the
30 Homecoming queen candidates
model In the fish km show yesterday at 130 pm. In Morrie Dailey
Auditorium have peen the Homecoming Queen and her four prinIn other matters, the council:
cesses.
- tabled the request for recogniThe Identity of the nve wto- tion of Alpha Eta Sigma, English
nem is atilt unknown ’taro they department honorary society, unwill be ohoclen later by a pearl til the organization presents a list
of judge*.
of charter members as required by
Eight contestants were unable the ASH eonstltution.
to arewar in the fashion show due ---refe.rred to the Student Court
the proposed Constitution of the
to the flu.
Today an election is being held Clam of 1960. The council requestIn which everyone may vote for ed a decision on whether the class
ten Homecoming queen finalists. also was required to list its memPictures of the 30 candidate.’ Sr. bers.
posted in front cif the Morrie - received a financial statement
regarding the Navy band concert.
Dailey Auditorium.
Income from the show Sunday toConteetante for this y5 a r
taled $2050. Expenditures were
queen and their sponsoring or5221k1
ganization’ include: Jaii Arnoden, Chi Omega; Joyce Arnifield,
Alpha Phi Omega; Mary Lust
Benison, N P V% in a Club and
Intermittent rain Is the wrathCatholic Women’s Center,
Florence Marie Bianco, El Cu’- errnan’s prediction for Santa
cub o Castellano; Carole Bill. Phi Clara Salley residents today.
Sigma Kappa; Rhein’ Nell Chan*, The foreciviter foresee,’ lit tie
Alpha Tau Omega; Diane Dawson, change In temperature, with a
Alpha Phi; Dianne Dober, Delta high betoeen 64 and 79 degree’s,
Gamma.i sod southerly minit ranging between 15 and 25 miles an hour.
Anne Dowrick. Independent
Housing and Tranquil Manor;
Mary Eliakovieh, Lambda Chi Alpha; Shirley Ewen. Sigma Kappa:
Dorothy Fairburn Kappa Alpha
Theta; Patti Fieehle. Sigma (-hi
Margaret Gentmell, Melody 1111
Sure, it’s possible
Il
Hail; Judy Hanson, Kappa Tau:
II
to buy cheaper
Margie Jackson, Alpha Chi Ono-clothes than we
Ira: Marilyn Jones, Delta Sigoia
III
sell at Roos.
Phi; Mitzi Kirk. tiammu Phi
11 It’s *wen less
Beta; Gab, Lasater,
Mar III
II expensive to
eta Malatesta, Pi Kappa Alpha.
a
weer a flour
Linda Montgomery. Sigma No;
Beverly Nally, Theta Xi; Betsy
sack. But for
O’Gara. Chi Pi Sigma; Shirley Ath
the most qualify
111
Reith, Phi Mu; Chris Richards,
at less cost
Alpha Omicron Pi; Carol SandelL II
11
see es.
Kappa Kappa Gamma; anal Sim 11
111
*titian, Kappa Delta; Patty Slay ton. Kappa Phi; Sylvia Saessavs, 0
1111
Delta Gamma; and Claire WellonIIP
kanip, 184 Club.
’grre limn

Intermittent Wet

111

1111

I

a

-

Or-
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Editorial

Iraqi Bachelor
Goes Searchin’

By DON STEVENS
Faleh Sayid-Hatim is one of the very few students now attending
San Jose State who may one day have four wives--all at the same time.
So it is only natural that the question most frequently asked of
We hope that, at long last, you are becoming philosophical about him is, "How many wives do you have now?"
But Faleh, a student in the Engineering Department, is quick to
Asian flu. In fact, this is about all that can be done about it.
explain, to the disappointment of his eager questioners, that, in spite
Throughout the nation, more than one million persons have been of his religion and the customs of his country, he is still a bachelor.
Faith, who came to SJS from
visited by the virus. It has spared no region or sector in its travels,
Mosul, Iraq, also is a Moslem. The
San Jose State included.

The Cold War

Moslera.Religion permits a man to

Since the start of school, approximately 850 of you have stag- have four
gered to the Health Office for treatment of "respiratory infections
And chatice’t are that Faleh, who
and conditions classified as ’possibly flu-like.."
certainly couli not be called a
But doe’t go looking for an epidemic to strike, accompanied by confirmed hoc
mass vaccinations, face masks, and inhalers. We say this because it go for broke,
won’t happen. Or if it does, you won’t know it anyway.
SEARCHF.RS

The word epidemic is a doubtful one. Using purely subjective
"I have been running all my life
judgments, an individual in a position of command could declare an in search of wife numher one," he
epidemic today.
said. "I just haven’t been able to
However, people aren’t giving out Asian flu vaccine in large catch her yet."
His observation on the courtquantities or at low cost, To send out the epidemic cry would swamp
ship and marriage process in this
health facilities with hordes of worried little people, all asking for
country is that "people try to
protection. You can easily imagine the hassle that would result.

make it too complicated."
Ills advice forthc unmarried
American male is, -Don’t he too
fussy. I:et married as soon as
you have a chance."
There will not be an epidemic. Period. This cold business is all
Faleh, who rose to the rank of
in your head.
captain while serving 10 years as
a fighter pilot in his country’s air
force, decided to come to the
United States after he crashed his
third plane. He joined when he
was 16 years old.
" . . to the lodge for
As a result of injuries suffered
in the third crash, he was given
the weekend
medical discharge and a partial
disability pension. This enabled
in your 300SLhim to come to California in
search of higher education.
--of course."

So, we again ask you to sit back and fry to weather the plague
philosophically. Cough quietly to yourself. Try not to notice the people
around you, all wheezing and gasping, Choking and collapsing,

Wine by Lancers
Musk by Ravel
Clothes by . . .

HOFFMAN’S
MEN’S WEAR
46 SOUTH MARKET

CY 3-0077

FALEH SAYID-HATIM
. . . Searches

PILGRIMAGE TO MECCA

Only $35.00

Quality Work, Fast Servic
For Information Call

Spaztanailti

Q. L. DAVIS
Aft. & Evening

PARKING
56.00 PER MONTH

1

Kemp ’s. 8th & Son Carlos

Halo-Ween Fun

claarort- Cott oh.

shirts clobt

need ironing!
5.50
So east...drip dry, then wear

Usually I care naught for the
rah -rah rallies, less for the edicts
on white To me this collegiate theory- is
By JIM DRENNAN
stale, and very trite ...
the
of
and
rights
The old British lion is used to dons, of human
a keg
But, a brick of cheese
having his tail twisted; }thrush- dignity of the individual will live of beer - and thou, some Autumn
chev, Nasser and Hussein all have as long as men enjoy or hope to night . .
And I’ll dance a Fandango - gotten away with it.
enjoy the benefits of these Ideals.
through the Quadrango -- and
But where the old boy’s enemies
of
her
We wonder if the heritage
"Spartans" with all of my
have left off, his f riends have enemies will be as long remem- scream
might.
taken up. A recent issue of a
ASB A 6260
bered and beloved
magazine not known as a member
of the anti-British set posed the
rhetorical question, "Hos Britain
lost her greatness?" It then went
on to show that indeed she has.
lost

her

great-

ness? From a purely practical
standpoint. yes. The mince almighty British navy now Is
fighting desperately for third
place In the world. The tight
little Island Is is sitting duck for
Red missiles, The once -great
British Empire has shrunk to is
mere shadow of its former self.
In material assets, thus, Britain
definitely has declined. But the
greatness of a nation cannot be
measured in material terms alone.
Britain has lost her empire,
bid has 1,11111,1M1 It nith 11 1’11Mmonwi-alth of free nations, gls
lng nelf-gosernment and MI111111lion to many peoples %shit, before
British rule, were burdened with
et reme tins erty and ignorance.
Britain’s material it ealth hies
declined, hut her ideals of Erie -

the BETA KAPPA
277 e. son fornondo
"The Store with the College
Education-
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Fred & John’s Garage
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Buck
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PIZZA GARDENS
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1347 MOIRE ROAD
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Spartan Cleaners
& Laundry
Quality Work
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Trousers or Skirts
Suits

.27
.59
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Quick Laundry Service.
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CollE IN AND BROWSE AR0UND

No bind, no sag,
no wonder they’re
so popular!
Arrow shorts give you

comfort

os any tmition. The new
contour seat provides total

freedom of action, prevents
sagging and binding. Choose
the boxer type with all-around
elastic, or the snap front model
with elastic at sides. Solid
colors, stripes, miniature plaids,
checks and novelty designs.
$1.50. Arrow Tee Shirt, with
special non -sag neckband, El 25.
Clueir, Peabody & Corn party, loc.

ARROfashion
fir5t in

sums
watvouticniurs

TIES

vhfocowtare

Choose from our Arrow
Underwear collection

ADVERTISING STAFF

... because I bought my
fun -makers from .

10c DRY

15c WASH

Britain

cannot at ford to eat as they should

Every Moslem who can afford it
should make a pilgrimage to
Mecca and Medina.
The laws of the State and of
the Moslem Religion, which are
the same, state that a man may
hove four wives hut that he must
not discriminate birtween them.
FRIENDS RIGHT
"At first," he said, "I thought "But It Is very seldom that you
I would go to Missouri. But then can find more than one wife,"
Faleh added.
I got to know several Americans
A Moslem may divorce his wife
in Iraq. They suggested I come to
California. They said I would like if she fails to provide him with an
heir.
it here. They were right."
"I know quite a few women,"
While here, Faleh hopes to do
Faleh said, "who started looking
as much as possible to correct
for other wives for their husbands
some of the erroneous ideas Ameriwhen they discovered they were
cans have regarding the Moslem
sterile."
Religion.
A Moslem may charge no inHe explains that a Moslem belends money.
lieves In one God, the prophets, terest when he
"Above all," Faleh emphasized,
the Old and New Testaments,
"a Moslem must live with love and
the Koran and a second world.
a n d understanding.
A Moslem prays five times a brotherhood
There should be no hostility beday. nearly five minutes each time.
people of different faiths.
Before praying he washes his tween
We are all striving to accomplish
mouth, nose, face, hands, arms and
God’s will."
feet.
Now a senior, Faleh plans to
The times for praying are bework in the United States for
fore the sun rises, at noon. beabout a year after he is graduated.
tween noon and sunset, at sunset,
Then he will go back home, where
and an hour and a half after sunthree brothers and four sisters will
set.
be. waiting to greet him.
The Moslem must fast once a
"My father died two years ago, year in order to give his stomach
he explained. "and my family
a rest and to remember those who
needs my help.
are so poverty stricken that. they
"But one day I will return to
the United States, my second
3-COAT AUTO ENAMEL
home."

CV 5-2750
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for the finest
in men’s apparel . . .
visit the

BOY’S STORE
AND

COLLEGE SHOP
321 So.
-pass the

leisure

First (across from Hale’s)

hours

PLEASURE

TYPING

TEST

come in for a demonstration of a

REMINGTON
Quiet iteeeit: portable
A case of necessity for every Student:
The famous portable with Miracle Tab
super strength frame, larger ins
cylinder, simplified ribbon changer.

test it today . . .and have a

free

"Colcis" on us

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES
124 E. SAN FERNANDO - Next door to Calif. Book Co.
CYpress 3-5283
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EL RANCHO THEATRE

"House of Numbers"
"I Was a Teenage
Werewolf"
’Invasion of the Saucermen’
11111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111191EMIIIIII
Ilillunill171111717171711111111117171tIlilliiiiliquil
SZAIG211T06UNION 7- joie.A
"JOHN AND JULIE"
and

MAYFAIR
EXCLUSIVE REGULAR PRICES!
"THE

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"3:10 TO YUMA"
11,11in

C,Igirin

1., 1

"BEYOND MOMBASSA"
(7.chn.c.0100
Cornet Wilds

STUDIO

Donna Reed
THEATER

"Story of Esther Costello"
Joan Crawford - Rossano Bran;

"BAMBI"
Authorized Authentic Films
Shown Only at

the River"
Sophia Loren

"Woman of

’QUEEN ELIZABETH II"
an odded omocloon
hon., of the
111 of H., Moroi!, lo irremo

North TE111% has dropped four
of Its Me outings thus far but
Its foes lost Just 11111’1. during the
Initial four %seeks of the +canton.
Tulsa Coach Bobby Dodd. who
Is supplying SJS with scouting tips
on NTS, warned that "they’re big
and mean and just outroughed us
last week." The Eagles tripped
Tulsa. 14-12, in a game which
wasn’t as tight as the score might
,tiggest.

IIUNTER

GRAY FOR TACKLE
Feldman believes North Texas
has "the best college tackle I’ve
seen this year" in Edgar Gray, a
235-pounder who must feel that
bones are for crushing.
Negro halfback Abner Hayes
and 203-11a. fullback RIR Croce
d
are the T e a n a’ big gr
horses, with Ray Toole handling
the quarterback post.
Three Spartans are still On the
gimpy list. Tackle Nick Sanger has
a sprained knee and is a doubtful
participant Saturday. Center Ron
Earl, with a dislocated wrist, also
is questionable, and quarterback
Mike Jones, out for three weeks
with an injured leg, might remain
in sick bay for another week.

Water Polo Action
San Jose State’s varsity and
frosh water polo teams resume
action this afternoon, with both
tilts scheduled away from the local campus. The varsity travels
to Stockton to meet College of
Pacific, while the Spartababes tackle Sunnyvale High in the latter’s pool. Both games start at
3:30 pm

Abner Hayes How, North Texas State’s jackrabbit halfback,
hopes to outspeed Spartan tackle Bill Atkins and other N.’S
’Mennen (abos’el in Saturday
night’s S o’clock tiff at Spartan
St adium. Hayes, who has rolled
up 256 rushing yards this year,
wIll he a hunted man.

Amateur Radio Club, organization and planning meeting, today,
2:30 p.m., E101. All amateurs unable to attend are requested to
leave names and calls in Engineering office.,
California Society of Professional Engineers, student chapter, business and organizational meeting,
Friday, 7:30 p.m., E118.
Children’s Theater Ann., election of governing board, talk about
Children’s Theater Conference,
read new children’s play, part of
which will be presented at this
meeting, Monday. 4:30 p.m.. Room
116, Speech and Drama Building.
CSTA, membership drive, today
and tomorrow, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Outer Quad. Students interested

DOWNTOWN DAY SPECIALS
Sweeping Reductions in
Every Department!

CASHMERES

NOW! ENDS SOON!

ir'witi
elf 7-30E1,0

FRANK SINATRA
MITZI GAYNOR
JEANNE CRAIN
.....ATN,FDDIE ALBERT

Reg. to $10

17

A spectacular reduction for these
finest quality cashmere sweaters.

FAMOUS BRAND SKIRTS
OF IMPORTED FABRICS

LADY
CHATTERLEY’S
LOVER

.110 Joker ...Wild.
CO-HIT!-"HIDDEN FEAR"
intin Payne

Junior

Charge

10"
P01 to $113

Accounts Invited

San Jose

149 South First St.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Girls. New, turn. apts. 2 blks.
from college. Call CH 3-3282.
- - Need I older student to share apt.
CT 5-8981.383 S. 19th St.
Kid yourself of hoarding house
blurs. 2 vacancies. The Wilsons.
152 S. 9th.

Men

19-35 work part-time eves &
Stas. 15-20 hrs, per week. Above
aver. earnings. Apply thru 7 p.m.
Ontshi Hall, 5th & Taylor.

Vise. 2 Boys ssith Kit. $22.50 per.
mu. 421 S. 11th St.
Furnished apt Util. pd. or 4 girls.
C’Y 4-2902.
Students, now renting. New debie
1 and 2 bdrrn. apts. with kitchens.
93 W. Reed. Call CV 5-3385 or
AN 9-5111.
Room and Board 2 Men Students:
Ex. meals. Lovely home, $17.50 per
week. CV 4-9417.
Men to share Apt. 50 N. Ttle
CV 44344.
Apt. 4. Call after

,

Ford ’52 Tudor. Must sell quick.
$425. CT 7-9981.
’47 Ford (7w. Light Blue. Ex.
cond. Best offer over $200. CV 28123.
’50 Olds. Stock Shift, Loaded enengine. $375.
. _ _ Call CV_ 7-4628.
449 Olds Rocket "98". 4-dr.. hydra.
R&M excp. clean. gd. motor, tires.
brakes. $225 or beat offer. CL
8-1132. _
_
__
lialicrafters 111-n record player.
San Jose State. ext. 241.

Bargain. ’41 Pontiac, gd. motor,
radio A- seat (*users, new battery.
Must sell. 580
8-8002 eves.
Ilelieraft (Sky-Ilitler 23) 5 band.
Short wv. Recces-, crystal
ing. $64. DA 5-6186. Ton.
gd. cond. $9.50-

-- iirscruAr4E0Va

Person who took math hook 133
in laundry Sun. call CY 5-6563
I Falek
Organizations -Si; individuals in
need iif musical entertainment
phone CV 7-7886.

’

Thur-id" (Ictber

24 19"

THE GASOLINE WITH TCP
Finest Automotive Maintenanc

Excellent Lubrication
Fast, Courteous Service
Convenient
If you’re late for class, we’ll park your car for you

STATE SHELL SERVICE
98 SOUTH FOURTH
Across

Cr 5-8968
from

Student Union

HALLOWE’EN

BAKERY
TREATS
COTTAGE
Bread and Pastry Shop

Before the witching hour, gather
all your bakery treats from our
wide selection of pastries baked
fresh daily.
We specialize in

in joining are urged to sign up at
this time
Delta Pill Upsilon, meeting. tonight, 7, R161.
Flying Twenty, meeting. tonight!
8, E118, will discuss cost of operation of new Stinson airplane.
Also will discuss possible sale of
Taylorcraft and purchase of twoplace plane.
I Placement meeting, Friday. 3 p m., Morris Dailey Auditorium. Meeting for all students
planning to receive credentials in
February, June, July or August.
Industrial Arts majors and minors mho plan to student teach
spring semester. meeting. today, 4
I.A. lecture room. Appointments will be made for student
teaching placement. Attendance at
this meeting is important.
Interviews for U.S. Chil Service exams, today. 9:20 A.M. to
4:40 p.m., Placement Office.
Lutheran Students Assn., dinner, to he prepared by women of
Lutheran churches, tonight, 6, Student Christian Center. 50 cents.
Lutheran Students Aron., speaker, Father John S. Duryea on the
proposed commission of the Lutheran World Federation to study
Roman Catholic theology, tonight,
7, Student Christian Center.
Music Department faculty members. Gibson Walters, Donald Ilomuth and Miss Frances Robinson
will perform 16th, 17th and 18th
Century string quartet music for
Survey of Music Literature Class.
today, 11:30 a.m., Concert Hall of
Music Building.
Mu Phi Epsilon, meeting and
rush party, tonight. 7:30, Room
129 of Music Building.
Mu Phi Epsilon, cookie sale, today, 10:30 a.m., in front of Music
B uilding.
Migma Delta Chi. meeting. tonight, 7:30, at home of Dr. William Gould, 344 W. Latimer Ave..
Campbell. "Send Home Editions"
of Spartan Daily to be &cussed.
Social Affairs Committee, meeting. today. 3.30 pm. Dugout.
Sophomore (IMO publicity committee, meeting. today, 2:30 p.m..
Spartan Dugout.
WAA Bowling, today. 3:30 pm,
Bridgeman’s Recreation Center,
Wesley Foundation. luncheon
discussion, speaker. Dr. Joseph B.
Cooper, professor of psychology,
<xlay, 12:30 p.m.. Foundation
lounge. 24 N. 5th St

. .

parties
birthdays

weddings

1

MEETINGS

This is a wonderful collection from
three well-known makers of slim and
full skirts: pleated plaids, Lawford
tweeds, worsted flannels, etc.

TOWNE and SARATOGA

4

RABBIT

SUN ALSO RISES"

"MAN OF 1000 FACES

VAII

By RANDIE E. POE
Hopeful SJS waxed its offensive cannon yesterday, priming for
Saturday night’s grid tiff with
North Texas State. Kickoff time is
8 p.m.
Line coach Marty Feldman disclosed that "our blocking as a
whole is very much improved,
especially at ends. Jim Moore, Dan
Colchico and Al Conley all turned
in good jobs last week."

THIRD MEETING
Saturday’s battle will mark the
third get-to-gether for SJS and
NTS. In 1954 the Spartans captured a 27-20 victory at Denton: in
’53 the teams grappled to a 13-13
standoff.
The contest will count as a Missouri V a Ile y Conference league
game for the Eagles. NTS and
Cincinnati are brand-new members
of the MVC this season.

with crafts from our
complete hobby shop-

MAKE 1.1.1E

Led by the durable one, Wes
Bond. S a n Jose’s cross-country ,
track team journeys to the farm
at Stanford Saturday for its first
real test of the year. Starting
time: 10 a m.
It was believed that the Spartans would reerise this test last
Friday. but 5.15’s tracksters had
absolutely no trouble at all ss hipping sr State 30-13. as the
Gulden raiders finished the first
13 men before SF State could
finish one.
On Saturday. It will be the blue
shirts -the men with the best
times-who will compete in the
varsity event, with the rest of
the squad running junior varsity.
A’arsIty men are Wes Brand,
Jerry Des Roches, Sam Holt,
Carl Maloney. Rill MarKiza, Kea
Napicr, Grady NI.111, Carlo.,
dinar, Bath Tafoya, and Mike I
Yeager.
As to the competition. SJS will
meet UCLA, Stanford, and the
Cal Bears. UCLA ’llas four meets
under its belt, and according to
Winter, should be favored. In addition. Stanford beat Cal last
week, but by a close mat-gin.
Where the Spartans fit in the picture proves a big question, but
Saturday’s meet should produce
an answer.
Other men scheduled to participate for SJS: Chuck Belcher, L.
D. Bennett, Fred Druet, Ralph
Dykes, Rolf Godon, Ron Gross. Ed
Kelley, Larry Lack, Don Lee. Richard McDonell. Curt Mehlhaffi,
John Nelson, Louis Rodriquez, and
Dan Torres.
1957 Cross Country Schedule:
Oct. 26 --Stanford, UCLA, Cal at
Stanford. 10 a.m.
Nov. 1 -Stanford at Stanford, 4
p.m.
Nov. 9-Cal at Berkeley, 11 a.m.
Nov. 15-All -comers at SJ, 4 p.m.
Nov. 26-Turkey Trot at SJ, 12
noon

SPARTAN DAILY-3

CYpress
2-6880
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SHOP

PASTRY
. can
son an onto ST.

"II it comes from the Cottage --..
It’s good to Eat"

/;/iley Fn./.
2801 Stevens Creek Rood,
San Jose

ELECTED
’MOST POPULAR."
STYLE

$995

Worthmore
Moccasins
Take a vote on any campus, in any
classroom -and chances are this genuine
moccasin will be elected "most popular" shoe
style. Makes sense too because it’s so
comfortable, so smart. .no versatile! Black or
brown, with long-wearing leather soles.

For Fun and Health

Rent a Bike
Lightweight & B;cycics for

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 THE ALAMEDA
CYpress 3-9766

2

Store Hours:
Monday and Friday, 9:30 to 9:30
Thursday, 12:00 to 9:30
Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday. 9:30 to 5:30

-n-Tr"’""

--r

-

--4’1-4-91794w441177111141111146.
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COLOR PRINT
:ot
6511. Sportsman’s Map of U.S. W iai,se. G.ent s.red,
delightfully colorful map depicting 123 types of Arneri
can en;mals and birds in their particular regions. 3243P.c. at 2.00
spas .oi
6614. Kadin: The Purple Robe. Sparkl:ng color in PO,
trot of a young girl with bouquet of anemones. 20.27-.
P,.b. at 3.00
SALE .95
0517. Renoir: The Washerman. Peasant women at a
brook, in toll Sprirsghlie tones with textured brushstroke.
20.77". Pub. at 3.00
61114. Gauguin: Woman with Mango. Portreit of
hand
some native of the South Seas in v brad t blue, gold and
red. 2047-. Pub. it 3.00
.
6477. lettess: Peace end Plenty. Breathtaking viSAstaLlota
.Ill
river valley in a hazy. late -summer harvest scene.
. SALE .98
266’17.1/2W
649
elser: St:11 Life 1950. Fruit and a coffee pot in
an wresting composition with flashes of red. 275.g22".
Pub. at 303
- SALE .98
0442, Topsham; Inrerlor and W.nter. Landscape.
fully gowned hostesses enterta.ning at a tea ceremony.
26,18.
26.18 . Pub. at 3.50
COO, Mire: Portret $1. Brilrent with blues, yellow,
pink, gray black and white. 21 .27f4-.
Pub. at 3.10
SALI
gey. yore,: Wornan in Wicker Chair, Three-quarter
length portra., of a Piquant profiled ylSung woman in
red. 20’./....30 ’. Pub. at 3.00
.
SALE .91
0666.. Toyonobe: Woman with Scroll. Gray. salmsAoLnEa.n"d
hue in tee elegant gown of a lady studying ma Lsciro."11.
i5.34". Pub. at 3.50
6661. ingoe: On the Wing. Japanese wood bloscAkLeor.innt
of two geese in flight - aelicate
nil .Int
detail. a-k/2.204-. Pub. at 3.50

Originally Published at
$200

$1 500

Giant-sized, full-color prints that lend
beauty to your fraternity, sorority,
home or studio.

G661.
6513. Yemen: The Letter. A yen’) woman reading Defoe an one endow - clear
SALE .98
iewel to -es of greens and rds, 211/4124.4.. Pub. at 3.00

Rid

6447. Cent}, In the Garden. A del ud, pastel of mother and child
a-0 subtle r.ohi.ring. 22470". Pub. at 100

l’e.h tonet
SALE 111

k

.1

6446. Iflernink: Old Port of Marseille. The old harbor in bright colorful -; ,.
a :no ve.ceis at dock. 21122-. Pub. at 3.00

bluesSALE .48

CAM. Keryusal: Winter. A ladle In voluminous robes end huge obi
:now.leden parasol. 1513e . Pub. at 350

+dm
SALE .9

,-

-

nni
15.34 .
SALE .W

6664. Toyedrot The Pour Accompl. shit ents. $I. Three lednes ’n gorge",
ca.ligraphy and painting. loth panels lire estrotmely colorful and decores..e
Pub. at 310

Gni. Bierman: ’founts Wornan Under A Will... Dalkon Nu length portrot besides a
r Poling brook --pink kimono arid elaborate headdress. 15+34-. Pub. of 310
SALE .91
641e. Plegaro: Les Posit Rouen. A river stone with delicate
stades is ..gorous nun strobe, peon-. Pub. at 3.00 ...
_

foliage in subtle bur apatite
.
SALE .11

6663. Tonere: i.e Four Accomplishments. *I. Delightful color in a panel scene of a
.0,4. /pi, g
_ nt On the Ober. i534 .. Pub. at 3.50
SALE AN
.
.
rie,
H
0454
k -.mien. Smilino young peasant girl ;n a red u -per. 22,,.27%-.
;
t X
SALE 1111

ht.

Hair. An enchanting pot-fret of
0607.
Wornan with
woman with bright red hair. 22e211-. Pub. at 3.00 .

seated yoring
SALE .t8

119114. Lecieni: Autumn Landman!. TWO maiestk elms, with rocky h.11 in background in
SALE .98
fiar-ng a..rumn colors. n1/242,4 ’. Pub. at 303
6e5. Fringe: Le Port In Dieppe. Shipping ntiuity in the busy Channel Itabo SALE .
...eep.ng brush strokes in pleasing colors. 29o2r/d-. Pub. at 3.00
. .
Gee Lopirmie: Wore the Std. Horses and jockeys-dynamic use of bold color in
SALE IS
ser^ abttact form. 2731..211/2". Pub. at 100
6517. Monet: leech at Trouville. Gay resort hotels with vacationers stroll:ng on the
SALE 111
boardwalk. Bright summer coloring. 26.20". Pub. at 3.00
600111. Curry: Wisconsin Landscape. Powerful perspective in miles of farmland cloted
SALE 14
sy-th hayracks. Teeing cattle and comfortable farms. 2640". Pub. at 3.00
6599. YleosInck: fench famhooses. A cosietry, lane lined with characteriorc peasant
SAkE .00
homes-brill:ant dashes of blue, red and green. 2640.. Pub. at 3.00
GAS Homer: Eight Sells. The farnous painting of two sailors in oilskins taking bearinli
th a seitant. 2640". Pub. at 3.00
0601. Pkasso: The Lovers. A portrait of two young noon in the NersClassic styleSALE 10
beautifully delicate colors. 2221-. Pub. at 3.00
.
6611. Dante: Harlequin. Striking study of e man in a multicolored costume playing
SALE .91
1.te-rich copper background. 22.28’. Pub. at 3.00
0614. Utriin; Skantrnarte Corner. A light surnrnery Scene of the back of the Place du
SALE .98
Tvdre. 35.34’, Pub. at 3.00
04119. *emir: Girl with Watering Can. A little gal in blue teetering the flowers in h.,
. SALE MI
.
oarden-hary summer atmosphere. 214447W% Pub. at 3.00
emaint country scene with
6612. Utrillo: Mont St. Michel. Light muted colors in
.. SALE .W
tows of cottages. 2714.2114-. Fib. at 3.001
0613. Picasso: The Tragedy. An early portrait of a father. mother and child -don in
.SALE .91
his "Blue Period." 211677%-. Pub. at 3.00
0566. fro Angelica I Fre Lige The Adoration of the Magi. Jewel tones of the 15th
nesters, in a solenoid reproduction of the famous pointing. 111/2,711/2cr.
SALE 111
GSSS Irwin. The Pin Table. Unusual coloring in a still life in orange/ pink gravy
SALE 18
Pub. at 3.00
65111. Imported Etching-11th Century Passenger Coach. Rich and charming. beauti
lviiv colored, with embossed border. Superbly printed in France. 25.20-.
SALE Al
6064. Irwin: The American National Game of Baseball. 1105. Imported color etching.
A charming; flavorsome view of the players and ti-n nourd in the early days. 2540 .
SALE .111
P.,b. at 10.00
.
extremely attractive county
6160. ’,goaded Etching -Stage Coach, 15th Cr’’
SALE .98
It 10.00
in scene handsomely tinted. Printed in Franc. I .
0661. Locoed*: The Old House. A Fence count,. . .3, with a field of hay ricks in an
SALE .W
Pub. at 1000
it.-boind colo etching. 2540
6551. Doty: Paddock at Deou.ifle. Trainers enrcis.ng ;rein horses behind the grandSALE .18
stand-a brilliant study in greens. Idue and saffroe. 27’022". Pub, at 3.00
6552. De Vinci: Mona Lisa. The ledy with the enigma’-; smile-a magnificent repo
SALE IS
currier of the original in the Louvre. 17./120/2-. Pub. at 3.00 -0474. Mingeog: Profusion of Beauty. Dutch floral arrangornee in sparkling color
CI
.....
a b rd’s nest and butterflies. 19441/". Pub. at 3.03
L’Oraill Coupe’s. Dramatic self portrait in stroSnAg!
1:14omme
0441.
SALEsA E .15911
..
yellow red and green. 22.28-, Pub. at 10.00
ct
6601. Unknownati
. lsh Artist: Prince of Wales. The young Prince w ith his entouiae,
SALE
a colorful hunting scene dated 1601. NOV’. Pub.
and
dancing
couples
661112. Reesolr: Le 1.40tolirl de la Gslette. Merry, festive scone of
SALE .91
rhatting .n an outdoor casino. Tern". Pub. at 3.00
the
both
captures
Brilliantly
prin..
Gat Tiger by "Kyossti". Japanese woodblock
SALE 11
strong* and the grace of the animal. Nag". Pub. at 15.00 .
Japanese
18th
century
woodb914k Print on lomid stack nf a
6418. Eagle by "Sekkyo".
SALE .18
.
striking portrait of an eagle. 185:076" Pub. at 503
........
04911. 101 by "Selkyo", loth c.m.ty Japanese woodblieek print-magnificent i-ha,c1no
SALE 011
bull strikingly contrasted with a blossorn.ng bough. Ahern’ . Pub. at 5.00
’Young Soy. A ten tive portrait from one of the masie’..
Rousult: Head of
SALE
.98
e.iy per.ods. 22.21-. Pub. at 3.00 .
6116. Degas: Sailer Encore. Onstage reheasel shown in subtle color nuances 25.,9-.
SALE
.W
Pb. at 4.00
Peachlrees in Bloom. aril ant landscape with orchard end blue
6373. Tian
SALE
AI
..
at
3.30
Pub.
2942".
n
range
in
dissent*.
mounta
6341. Yin Gogh: Sunflowers. Pottery leg w,tri deep orange sunflowers -one of a series
SALE
of his favorite sublect. 72.28".
$403.ViiiViiiGogh: L’Homme a L’Orelle Coupes. Ora -et.c self portrait in strong blue
SALE
grey.
Pub.
at
10.00
22.28-.
and
Soil.., red
rocliboundsAitle:"6412. teeny: Quiet Inlet. A fishing trawler dropping /anchor in
eiiquis tr. watercolor, 24.19’,... Pub. at 3.00
64112. Ceeene: Pornmes et Oranges, trilliant ure of white drapery with colorful fruit.
SALE IS
2341 . Pub. at 3.00
6437. Maroon float Scene. The Lagoon at Venice at sumet-painted with a dellghtful
SAL& .98
Pub. at 4.00
0.ental gealdy. 211/1,22.4
GMT germs: Two Dancers On Stage. One ol the "nit beautiful masterpieces in his
.SALE .48
famous ballet series. MTV. Pub. 03,00
64116. Pike: Ilearsville Store. A small Country town depicted in autumnal colors, shim
SALE !I/
r-er ng with fre.n re n. NOV . Pub. at 3.00
16403. Monet 7.1ps in Holland. Fields of bright tfios with windmill and farmhouse
SALE .11
in background. 2111.22-. Pub. at 3.170
Wet herr: Knockout. The dramatic moment woken all is east’-. borer prone on the
SALI .05
lesh tones 0c1 chalky white. revenv. Pub. at LOD
coas.
m
women tucking
616. floweir: Gabriel and the Rose. Compening portrait of
EAL1111
behind he ear. 22/J5291i1- Pub. at 3.00 ’tan, full of flashing
Giant
Bolifight
Posters.
Spain.
Imported from
OW. Authent,c
artier. nd brftent color-the ultimate in sophisticated decor. 314 feet high by ISdi
feet nen, ideal for plyroOm or den. Many sancts to choose frorn.
Now .91 each
Pub. 0 2.50
walled gardens, 213.27-.
Eglise de Santini:. Count’,
0191.
SALE .011
Pub. at 3.00
tillage
painting of
h th
GUS Defy: Saint Jeanne’. {road brush strata* d istinguisis
SALI.
scene. 211,72 ’. Pub. at 100
G687. Touleen-Letdrec: Seated Onus. One OF his curtfavorites in ridng breeches
SALE 11
and 0,:virose ruff. 22.7@-. Pub. at 1.00
of the charming favorit printed
6629. Pinned The Wh.te Clown. Striking sillsr.
’SALE IS
5.
, P.Oat s se
on cocoa browt textured paper. 2044’
6419. Melon: Blue Nude. Inclining Colve truth vr.dly colorful background. 257,10,II
Pub. t 300
GM. Neon: Mother and Child. Enuisitely tender portrait in delicate linersArticiaes."1
tens. blues and green’. 20.27-. Pub. et 3.00

at 5,30

6424 Gasser: Home Port. Fiskin vessels in bright colors at their docks with draped re’s
. .
SALE .911
handout. 211,211s". Pub. at 3.00 .
h -r no anis gulls seeking
61141. 011kagell: L’Acrobatit. A oinsant portrait of a woman in sort red. seemingly cur
SALE .91
Pencled on mieleir-blin and green background. 72.27h.. P.O. at 3.00
1.4,1,,,
6411. Gasser, The Gondola. A delicate watercolor of care: -.-e w - r -n
of c,.., by rang, 24.20.. Pub. at 3.00
. .
SALE TN
’,..,

03110. Venn: Toon Mother and Child. Warm portrait of a golden he ;- ,....I wo-an
tc J rig he child. Flecks of red and green. 2044 . Pub. at 3.00
SALE 911
6395. Yarns: After the Perfortrante. A circus rider and her horse taking the, v. -to r cell
- hest 1.1.0,o..e and sienna 231/210". Pub. at LOC
.
SALE .14
co!orf.1 iands;.ape in the becligrownd. Lovely coppers. blues and greens. 78,27 . .
6473. Craeguirs: TE:111rorioe. A neva family in
highly decorated Te" rie ’.., with a
.
SALE .11
Pub 0 3.00 .
.
6642 arrow: La Meisel Illenche en Cernargue. A peasant counter hoc, -e ,n ..,te, w.’h
r ie., cote and flowering ft, rsose---pleas.ng color: nd interesting des gn. 257011%SALE Al
Pub. at 3.03 .
04143. Conon: Listaque. Golds. greens and the clear bite of the ocean fc ,
cot...pos.1.o. in planes. 2844". Pub. is 3.00

,-

er- --)
SALE 91

, ..t -’all
0641. Sheer I Inciedstion a Port Manly. Flood waters rising above do,.
,ue A:Hs in
SALE MI
wintry scene. Beautify, subden coloring. 7540’. Pub. at -...0
Gen. Olgelkows: fishing. on the Miss.,,ippi. Trekeguil :seat of three men a’
c.tcCipping. ?4,/,417/. . Pub. 0 3 00.LAs.
6616. Cosset: lo.rer’s Tree. High above a canal in ro.nnt.
In,
upon wt. ch two loners re seated. 21.40 .. Pub. at Lao

r.

V,’ n

.,

,

.

6671. Matisse: The Idol. hinsterful portrait of a young woman with red e i r n r t bac kground. 26-.
72/4 Pub. St3.00 .
6126
t .

Lustre,: Moulin Rouge (Le Goutou). The Famous poster reproduced in i
.
_.
-... (Smell) 20.30. Put. at 5.03

6420 Cnaletto The Square ilf St. Murk’s. teautitul scene of the basdica n
n-- ..-- r,nan , Palece in Illets mtehre Vence. 211.22". Pub. at 3.00
Gort

Yuri... Serenade. A violinist in brilliant oange
or cs.rens. 1714411/4... Pub. 0 340 .

playing for a young
.

6422 51anileCi: Stift* at Mediae. String blues. erne, and red in
I under stone bridge. 27%219, . Pub. ei 3.00
r . ;: i ,

-e io,.4r

..,-.. -

ei, ,

scene of

ove. .4
SALE

S’eAlcE798’
sr color
SALE DI
lrnip;
SALE
- or les.
SALE .98
river
SALON

6.444 Modiglioal: Gypsy Women with lab;. Shunning poor.’ r of your." v err., and .n
juvt _to,- v. of red eno bite against chalky gray. 25r115. . Fut. at 100
SALE 911
$101.
Pot de Fleur, at Pair’s. Deep ’dregn ami rues& fruit against the gemn
SALE NI
leaves of Mem. 271442 . Pub. al 3.00 .

assione:

GIN. /Mesa: Lit Cosserole Ernailleo. Ass interesting, recent composition in blues

brown

egnic

.00

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
RIGHT

ON

Med,esal

6645. Danner do Segonac: Garden Bouquet.
g
still 11le of a spring bouquet, parasol and knitt, .
ket on a table. 28./2.204". Pub. at 3.00
SALE
6667. Korystoe AUfIlwth. 18th century costume ;
. a
worn by a young women raisins) a parasol op.,
Shower - delicate bamboo shoots in background.
15.34 ’. Pub. at 3.50
SALi .10
0640. Masi.: From the Bridge. A handsome abstract in
forceful color, blues, greens and redt. 23240Pub. at 3.00
*SALE AS
66711. Degas: Dancer. Solt yellow ballet dress with blue
bodice enhances this unusual study of S ballerina at rest.
221/448
Pub. al 300
SALE II
6430 Chagall: Clown on a Whi.e Horse. A happy har.
-,ter against green, yellow and red bark.
Pub. at 3.00
SALE 18
6? 4711 merits: Movement on the Road, Maine. A light,
? u
abstraction in greens, blues, brown and whte.
Pub. at 3.00
24’.
.
SALE 11
0431 O Clarice: Combaf. Swirling act -on of a orouO
.al gladiators
o.
tawny russsets. ovens and
t’
.,- .i22’. . Pub. at 3.00
SALE .W
0674 mafioso: Plum Blossoms. Bold planes and striking
Cr’-’n red teblecloth against
green and blue
Id with attractive floral arrangemert 2229bac.
P.O. at 3.00
SALE .9
0675. Burchfield: November Evening. Powerful landscape
with a farmer and his horses returning from his fields at
dusk. 26.17’/s". Feb. at 3.00
SALE .911
- .
6676. Waugh: Wild Weather. A famous seascape by the
noted mere
0,1,1 - surging surf cresh;ng aga;nst a
tat bound come. 26.171/2". Pub. at 3.00
SALE .91
6431. Moorland: ’lluffelo Hunt. Early American scene of
tense drama on the plains - three Indians on horseback
in pursuit of their ociarry. 251/2.1944".
Pub at 3.00
SALE 05

CAMPUS

Beautiful Full-Color Portfolios
NOW
Originally 2.50 to 18.00
C23. Japanese Color Prints. Ergoisite portra:ts and land.
’Mapes-strikingly decorat yel
set of 8 -now 2.00
Pub. at 10.00
C62. Six Medieval Illumination’. Superb silkscreen repro.
ductiont on parchment type paper. The age of chivalry
delightfully portrayed in gay colors and metallic gold.
set of 6-- now 3.48
9".12". Pub. at 5.00
C16, American Clipper Ship’. Magnificent paintings of
lanIOUS 19th century craft, by John O’Hara Contrive II.
set of 4 - now 1.91
11104". Pub. at 6.00
C711. Early ArhafiCall C05114111. ReprOCIUCCOris of early
19th Century lithogrephs showing views of historic camset of 6- now II
puses. Ire
Pub. at 3.00
C117. French Provincial Watercolors. By Jean Fasts. Gay
sublects in brilliant Breughel-Ike colors and spontaneity,
...
set of 4 -now .9
Or. Pub. at 6.00
C27. Picasso 0041 Matisse Prins. Brilliaseett cooflo4r-hanremwoln.i"es
contemporary masters. IT’.14".
pld,obCoantteii,2poo
C71. Magnolias In Mown. Strays of magnolia and dog.
color. 14-.17".
wood in re.i.ent
set of 4 -tow 1.14
Pub. at 600
CU. Pink & Blue Moods by Marie Laurencin. Pastel!’ of
dreamy, dancing f.oures, perfect for foyer or bedroom.
14.18-. Pub. at 8.00
set of 4 - now 1.49
C116. Ansorleon frontier Towns. Rich, rugged Arner;canapaint,ngs
of
hitching
post, Wells
the
old
bright, colorful
,im etc. 14’ x11".
Fargoatoflice,
set of 4 - now .118
Pb.
C17. Waterfront Sporting Print’. Six srperlative paintings
of mallards, canyatbacit, gem* in flight, etc. Muted
colors end realistic dela.l. 17-.131/4".
net of 6 - now 2.48
Pub. at 5.00
i Isofof4 _n. ."
C2. Ballet Dancers. Captive:rig pastels
backstage. 12 .14
Pub. at 710
Vivid peiatings
Rmingten’s
"Buidskins."
Frederic
C14.
"t o erblz.
_
frle"mby the greased art of theOld Wesh-suepf
ing. 120
-6". Pub. at 7.50
C11. Colonial New York. Charming lithographs to blend
with early American or traditional furnishings.,oi4
..e
_
134.1w
0"..08
Pub. at 4.11)
CIS Pertreitiof Antique Automobiles. ly C. P. Hornung.
Gay color prints of the Duryea, Pierce.Arrow, etc., re
produced with rare fidelity and nehrisin detail. 14.11".
set of 4 -now 118
Pub at 1000
C112. Jessamine St... Scenes by Hiroshi’.. Woodblock
prints by the great master of form and color. 14"010".
.
set of 6- now 1.11
Pub. at 6.00
CIL Views of Paris. Sy legendre. Superb Paintings of
famous lancTrnaks - outstanding for subject matter,
color and composition. 22’ 08’.
Ph at 11.00
set of 4 - nem 2.1111
CI04. Now York Watmcialers. Colorful, lively springtime
,,-nes at the Zoo. Public library. Central Park and the
set of 4 -now .98
ara. 1114". Pub. at 3.00
C24. Americo* Sallies Craft. Colorful marine prints famous sloops and schemers in all their trim rigging. tv
John O’Hara Cowan II. 1814".
se of 4 - new 1.00
Pub. at 6.00
C47. Troy, Flies. 20 color plates showing ever NO fly and
streamer patterns. 6"x11/4".
tel of 30 -now SO
.
Plb. al 3.50
C11. Morns. 59101will9 portraits of thoroughbreds. by
now 2.411
set of
Savitt. troll". Pub. at 6.03
C14. Whitlow Homer Wateredlers. Scenes of tropic
splendor l’Orrs Ilse Met. Muse., ol Art collection.
eel of 6
now 118
111-05_". Pub. at SOS
CIS. Piespenve Menlo.. Sund.r.onchedsetscoefn4es-onfo.Tax3,.90.
full of ’heroic... and llayOr of old Mexico. 17’ oil-.
PA. at 6.00

98 To 3"

C21. Dog Portraits. Favorite breeds beautifully portrayed
by Gladys Cook. 12".16". Pub. at 7.50, set of II- now 111
C.28. Cols and Kittens. Lovable Persians and Siamese in
full color. 12"16". Pub. at 7.50..
get of I - now LW
C45. Toulouse-Lautrec "Moulin tougo" Prints. Paris in the
.
.set of 6 - now 2.91
91/2-03". Pub. at 5.00
Gay Nineties-the famous posters in brillian color.
C3, Orieetel Landscapes. Haunting moods and scenery,
painted with rare delicacy. 8.12-.
Pub. at 3.00 .
set of 4 - now .9
C4. Greadres Mesas -Pour Seasons. Four of 6,
Moses’ finest and rood delightful paintings of the
can scene-reproduced with ecCeptiOehl fidelity of
and all the charm of the originals. 17x14". Special 2 9
C. Iran Gogh Masterpieces. fecludes "Streflower
"Gypsy Camp," "Peach Orchard" and other fartio,
paintings. 1104". Pub. at 6.00
set 01,8- now AO
C11. Degas Silltscren Prints. Graceful ballet dancers
beautfully portrayed. 13-.18.k."
Pub. at 4.00
set of 4 - now 1.90
CE. Roses by Redeute. Large, superb color etching 01
envisite roses, by the gr eeeee 1 flower ’,Minter of all
time. Imported. 121/2-IllPfs".
.
. . set of 4 -tow 1.41
Pub. at 8.00
Cl. tosquets by Prevost. These are among the most ben.
Mel floral, e3er panted. 1440’.
net of 698
Pub. at 2.50
.
CA41. Digestive Old Naps. Large, megnificent In
colored
hand
priceless
mats
distinctive,
of
unu
living room, den or office. 20 rib-.
Pub. at 18.00
set of 6 - n:. ; SR
C41. Cowboys 11 Horses, Adam Styka’s erciting
98
of range runs. 12".14-. Pub. at 3.00. set of 4- r,
C38. Decorative Bird Prints, feathered beauty an i .
.
Fence for every room. 9
tel of 4 -en. I0
Pub. at 3.50
C30. Views of awns by Piranes’ fleautiful engraving,
coloring’s. fountains, St. Peter’s etc. Extremely decor
Inn. Prete". Pub. at 4.02
net of 4 -now 1.91
013. Decorative Chinese Figures Charming vignettes
artisans and comers. All the deicer, brushwork of thy
set of 4
now .94
, rare originals. 10"03-. Pub. at 3.50.
CI36. Modigliani Prints. A magnilinent presentation of
the vibrant colors and bold portrait -techniques that have
made Mod olni a favor,te modern, 16-40-.
net of 4- now 2.911
Pb. of 6.00
C43. Decorative Fruit Prints. Rich end striking-ideal I.
dining 8,, or breakfast nook. 102".
.... set of 8- now 1.49
Puo. at 6.00
C21. Margate’s Carriage Scenes. Merry, colorful scenes o
Sunday outings in the Gay 90 s. 171/2"01//".
Pub. at 3.00
.. set of 4 - now II
C31, Courier 111 lwes Prins. A superb selection - early
omer,can royntr, life through the MUM. 12x9".
Pub. al 4.00
of 11- now 11
C36. Utalle’s Montmartre Scenes. Full of sunlit warmth
and beauty-weer favorites w.th interior decorators.
1704". Pub. of 1700
.
set of 4 - now 3.95
C46. Degas Dancers 11 Betel See... Masterpieces of
..oo,idow and color -6;94y decorative. Welt".
Pub. at 3.50
. .set of 4 -now III
Cll, Clans* Hewers -Illoisome in
1,11s hem "The
Mustard Seed Garden." Four of the most beautiful pain.
ings from th,, lan.nus 4411.04, rapdattd in "nth colors nis
Ink with unsurpassed delicacy. IV/C.13th"
Pub. at LOD
sat fo.f 4 - POW 1.111
Cl. Semantic Jain& A rare blend of nquisitst Orirreal
lines and brilliant colors. 13’01".
Pub. 01 3.00
... set of 4 ... now 1.91

